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This is a draft, still subject to some revision, but not a lot of revision.
There is more to do here than you can reasonably expect to manage.

First, if you want to read this with smaller or bigger fonts, just use the submenu 

Second, note that this is a live document. You can do all your computations right 
here. Formulas to be executed are in Math mode: If you place the cursor inside a 

don't you try it yourself:

Third, notice the two buttons named Text and Math in the toolbar above. They 
highlight according to the material around the cursor, and can be used to change 
mode. Useful shortcuts: C t r l - T and C t r l - R. (Avoid C t r l - M, which puts you in Maple 
mode.)
You type in formulas using the characters * , / , ̂  for multiplication, division and 
exponentiation. Notice that Maple's 2D math input editor reacts to these characters in
a useful way. Use the arrow keys to navigate around in the formula as you edit it. In 
particular, the right arrow is useful to get you out from underneath a fraction or an 
exponent.
Below are some empty formula places for you to experiment in (you find more of 
them throughout the document):
Your experiments:

One point, important in connection with cryptography: Note that the following 
formula does not work as you might expect:

Error, numeric exception: overflow
In contrast, this one works fine:

7

perform any calculation on its own:

But the mod operator recognizes it and does the right thing. It even recognizes 
negative exponents:
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To type the inert mod operator requires a special trick: Type &\^. The backslash tells 
the Maple input processor not to treat the ^ character specially. The backslash itself, 
however, is silently eaten.
One more tip before we dive into the cryptography
You can open up a second, empty document for experiment in so you don't mess up 
the one you are working on. By default, each document has its own Maple engine, so 
variable assignments in one document will not affect computations in the other.

you get no printed result when you do because of the trailing colon):
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a. Apply the Fermat test to each number with a few different bases. Which of the three
numbers pass your tests, and may hence be considered possible primes?
Your solution:

(Another handy hint, if you need more space for experimentation: The keypresses
S h i f t - C t r l - J and S h i f t - C t r l - K opens a new line in math input mode below and 
above (respectively) the current paragraph.)
b. 
Your solution:

a. You have intercepted the following RSA ciphertext intended for Bob:

Bob's public consists of the modulus

and the encryption exponent

You have tricked Bob into decrypting the ciphertext

569731679386751918908977922682930098751150637942168067162076610706183601416406\
485617322267029813654482777491992582893410148101870528264577691041668128

and revealing the resulting plaintext message

Find and verify the correctness of the plaintext  corresponding to .
Your solution:

b. You have tricked Bob into giving you the decryption of these small primes:



(Note: You refer to the individual array elements as follows:  = 5.)

Use this to decrypt the ciphertext

Hints: First, note that you can now successfully decrypt any message whose prime 
factorization only involves the small primes that you tricked Bob into decrypting for 
you. Second, unfortunately,  is not a product of small primes, but  is (if it 
weren't, we could just as well try with  for various small integers  until we find
one such). Third, use ifactor(x,easy) to find small prime factors of . If it cannot find 
the full prime factorization, it includes a symbol signifying the rest of the factors.
Your solution:

Use the quadratic sieve method for factoring 11371. For the factor base use prime 
numbers up to 17. (It is assumed that you will use Maple for single steps of the 
algorithm, i.e., as a glorified calculator only, rather than implement the full algorithm.
)
Your solution:



The Maple function rand(a..b)() returns random numbers between a and b. (While this 
function is useless for serious cryptography, it is sufficient for this exercise.)
a. Generate private and public RSA keys, with primes between  and  , and the 
encryption exponent smaller than 18. Use the public key to encrypt a message, and 
the secret key to decrypt the ciphertext.
Your solution:

b. Encrypt the message 13 using the public key from the previous message. Without 
knowing the secret key, how would you recover the message from the ciphertext?
Your solution:

Factor some of these numbers using Pollard's  method (remember to execute the 
assignments first).

Your solution:


